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 IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : : : :
TINSUKIA

Present: Smt. Audri Bhattacharyya, A.J.S.

Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia.

G.R. Case No.   124/14

                     Under Section 387 of the Indian Penal 

             The State of Assam..........................................Complainant

 -Versus-

Sri Anjan Paul @ Tutumoni Dowerah..............Accused person.   

Appearance :-

             Smt. Jamila Khatoon,

             Ld. Addl. Public Prosecutor.......................For the State

             Sri Rantumoni Bora

             Advocate...............................................For the accused

          Evidence recorded on         : 22.09.15, 09.03.16, 22.04.16, 
    26.08.16, 20.05.17, 23.07.19.

          Date of Argument               : 12.09.19.

          Date of Judgment               : 14.10.19.
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J U D G M E N T

1.   The case of the prosecution in brief is that ejahar

was lodged by the informant Sri Trilochan Singh on 24-01-2014 before

the O/c, Tinsukia Police station alleging inter-alia that  on 22.01.14  at

about 7.53 pm, 8.06 pm and 8.07 pm and again on 23.01.14  at about

5.20  pm  and  8.00  pm,  the  informant  Sri  Trilochan  Singh  received

messages on his mobile No.9864237577 from an unknown mobile No.

9577416058  demanding  an  amount  of  Rs.10,00000/-(Rupees  Ten

Lakhs) only. It was also mentioned in the message that if the informant

failed to make the  payment as demanded, his son Sri Dobinder Singh

would be killed. Hence, the informant lodged the Ejahar of the instant

case. 

2. On  receiving  the  Ejahar,  the  Officer-In-charge,  of

Tinsukia PS registered the case vide Tinsukia P.S case No.49/14 u/s 387

of IPC. The police investigated the case and submitted charge-sheet

against the accused Sri Anjan Paul @ Tutumoni Dowerah U/s 387 of the

Indian Penal Code. Summon was served upon the accused person. On

appearance  of  the  accused person,  copy of  prosecution  documents

was furnished to the accused and charge u/s 387 of IPC was framed,

read over and explained to the accused person, to which he pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. The  prosecution  examined  as  many  as  8  (Eight)

PWs  including  the  I.O.The  defence  was  of  total  denial.  Heard  the

argument and perused the evidence on record carefully. 
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Point for determination

4. The  following  points  are  considered  for

determination of this case:

(i) Whether  the  accused  person  on  22.01.14  and

23.01.14 put  the  complainant  Sri  Trilochan Singh

and his  son in  fear  of  death  in  order  to  commit

extortion of Rs.10,00000/- (Rupees Ten Lakhs) only

and thereby liable to be punished for offence  u/s

387 of IPC ?

Discussions, Decisions And Reasons Thereof

5. The prosecution adduced the following evidence for

establishing their case:   

6. PW1- Sri  Trilochan Singh deposed in his evidence

that  he  owned  a  Clothes  and  handloom  shop  at  Lakshmi  Narayan

Market, Tinsukia named “Panipat Handloom” and he used to run the

shop  alongwith  his  son  Shri  Devender  Singh.  On22.01.14  while  at

about 7 pm he received a message on his mobile number 9864237577

at about 7.30 pm, but he did not see the contents of the said message

as he was on the road. At about 8.00 p.m. and 8.30 pm another two

messages were received on his mobile and there was a demand for

rupees ten lakhs from him. The three messages had come from mobile

number 9577416058 and in the three messages it was conveyed to

him that he had to confirm the payment by midnight of that day, and

that  if  such  payment  was  not  made  his  son  would  be  killed.  The

message  also  conveyed  that  the  police  should  not  be  informed.

Thereafter  he  went  to  the  Superintendent  of  police,  Tinsukia  and

informed him about the matter. On 23.01.14 at about 5.30 pm, another

message was received in his mobile.  On 24.01.14 the accused was

arrested by police,  and he was informed and he was  called to  the
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police station.  He went to the police station and lodged the ejahar.

The ejahar was written by a person at the pan shop near the police

station.  Ext.1 is the ejahar, Ext.1(1) is his signature. He recognised the

arrested person to be Anjan Paul.  Police had seized the mobile phone

of the accused bearing connection No.9577416058.  The police had

also seized his mobile phone, thereafter returned it to him after about

a month.  Ext.2 is the seizure list through which his mobile was seized,

Ext.2(1) is his signature.  

7. PW2- Smt. Gurmeet Kaur, the wife of the informant

also deposed in  her  evidence that  there was demand made to her

husband on his mobile phone and when he opened the message and

saw  that there was  demand of Rs.10 lacs. On the next day of her

husband and her son went to the Superintendent of police, Tinsukia

and informed the Superintendent of police about the message.  After

2/3 days  police  nabbed the persons by tracing the mobile  number.

Police informed her husband and he went to the police station and saw

accused Shri Anjan Paul. Shri Anjan Paul was one of the customers of

her husband. 

8. PW3- Sri Keshab Das is a seizure list witness and he

deposed in his evidence that  on 24.01.14 at about 4.00 pm to 5 pm,

police came to the  shop of the accused Anjan Paul and asked him

about the accused and he showed him.  Thereafter the accused Anjal

Paul produced one mobile of Nokia made and one Aircel Sim to the

police and the same was seized by the police in his presence.  Ext.2 is

the  seizure  list  and  Ext.2(1)  is  his  signature.  M.Ext.1  is  the  seized

Nokia  Mobile  Model  No.200.  M.Ext.2  is  the  SIM Card  seized  by  the

police vide Ext.2 seizure list.

9. PW4- Sri Dabindra Singh is the son of the informant

and he deposed in his evidence that  on 22.1.14 at about 8 P.M one

SMS came on the mobile bearing SIM No. 9864237577 belonging to his
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father from a mobile bearing SIM No. 9577416058. After a few minutes

another two SMS was received from the same number and Rs.10 lacs

was demanded from his father. In the next morning he accompanied

his father to S.P., Tinsukia and reported the matter to him. On 23.1.14

around 5 P.M another message came on the same mobile of his father

from  the  same  mobile  number.  On  24.1.14  at  around  3  P.M,  S.P.,

Tinsukia informed them that the culprit was apprehended. Thereafter,

he alongwith his father went to Tinsukia P.S and saw the culprit in the

police lock-up who was well known to them and his name was Anjan

Paul.  Police seized the mobile with SIM belonging to his father in his

presence. Ext. 2 is the seizure list and Ext. 2(2) is his signature. Police

also recovered the mobile with SIM belonging to the accused Anjan

Paul. 

10. PW5-  Sri  Manjit  Singh  and  PW7-  Sri  Jakiruddin

Ahmed are  also  seizure  witnesses  and  they  had  no  personal

knowledge about the occurrence. PW5-Sri Manjit Singh deposed that

Police seized the mobile along with the SIM from Trilochan Singh. Ext.2

is the seizure list and Ext. 2(3) is his signature. 

11. PW6-  Sri Gurmeet Singh is also a hearsay witness

and he deposed in his evidence that on 24.01.2014 in the evening

hours Sri Trilochan Singh called him to his shop and he stated to him

that on 22.01.2014 and 23.01.14 several SMS came on his mobile from

an unknown mobile number demanding him Rs. 10 lakhs from him and

he also stated that the culprit had been apprehended by the police.

12. PW7- Sri Jakiruddin Ahmed deposed in his evidence

that accused Anjan Paul was an employee of Tinsukia Furniture Centre

situated in their building at Rongagora Road, Tinsukia.  In the month of

January, 2014 he saw police apprehending the accused Anjal Paul  and

Anjan Paul brought out a SIM Card from beneath the leg of a dressing

table from the furniture shop. Police seized the said SIM Card in his
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presence.  Ext.3 is the seizure list and Ext.3 (2) is his signature.  Later

on, he came to know that the said SIM Card was seized by the police in

connection with  money demand case.  M.Ext.2  is  the said  SIM Card

which was  seized by police  from Anjan Paul  vide Ext.3  seizure list.

Police recorded his statement.

13.  PW8- Sri  Learnish Pegu, the Investigating Officer of

the case deposed in his evidence that on 13.02.2014 he was posted at

Tinsukia P.S as S.I of police.  On that day the O/C, Tinsukia P.S handed

over the C.D of this case for further investigation of the case.  After

receiving the charge of investigation he went through the case diary

and found the previous I.O, S.I. Vinud Phangso (since deceased) had

conducted the major part of investigation and the case was pending

for further investigation. Ext.4 is the extract certified copy of the  GD

Entry made after lodging of information regarding offence alleged  in

present case .  Ext.4(1) is the signature of SI Vinud Phangso.  The said

FIR registered as Tinsukia PS Case No.49/14 u/s 387 IPC by the I/C, O/C,

Tinsukia P.S SI Purnanda Gogoi. Ext.1(2) is the signature of SI Purnanda

Gogoi. The case was endorsed to SI Vinud Phangso.  The I.O, SI Vinud

Phangso  after  taking  over  the  charge  of  investigation  recorded the

statement of the complainant and other witnesses available at the PS

and visited the SP office and took necessary steps for tracking the CDR

of  the  connected  mobiles.  On  tracking  out  the  mobile  Nos.  the

locations of the same was detected to be that of Tinsukia furniture

centre  situated  at  Rangagora  road.  The  Then  Investigating  Officer

recovered  one  Nokia  Mobile  handset  with  IMEI–1

No.352415058667969, IMEI-2 No.352415058667977 and brought the

accused Anjan Paul to Tinsukia PS along with the said mobile handset.

After interrogation Shri Anjan Paul disclosed that the Aircel Mobile Sim

No.9577416058was available  in a furniture shop and on being laid by

accused Anjan Paul, SI Vinud Phangso  recovered the same sim card

from his said furniture shop from the foot portion of one of the almirah.

Accordingly, he seized the said Nokia mobile and sim card from the
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accused  Anjan  Paul.  Ext.3  is  the  seizure  list  and  Ext.3(3)  is  the

signature of SI Vinud Phangso and Ext.3(4) is the signature of accused

Anjan Paul.  M.Ext.1 is the said seized mobile with sim card. The said

I.O  also  seized  the  mobile  handset  bearing  Reliance  Sim

No.9864237577 from the  complainant  Triloshan Singh  on  which the

demand message was made.  Ext.2 is the seizure list and Ext.2(4) is

the  signature  of  SI  Vinud  Phangso.  He  collected  the  call  details  of

mobile No.9577416058.  Ext.5 (in two sheets) is the said call details

which was forwarded to O/C, Tinsukia PS by the SP, Tinsukia.  Ext.6 is

the said forwarding report. Ext.6(1) is the signature of Sri L.Doungel,

the then Addl.S.P (H.Q), Tinsukia. As per the said call details, messages

from mobile No.9577416058 were sent to mobile No.9864237577 at

19:50:54 hrs, 20:04:37 hrs, 20:04:42 hrs, 20:04:47 hrs, 20:04:52 hrs,

20:04:57 hrs., 20;05:03 hrs on 22.01.14 hrs  and at 17:17:32 hrs and

19:58:01 hrs on 23.01.14. Ext.5(1) is the relevant entry. After going

through the case diary and finding sufficient materials under section

387 IPC against the accused, he(PW8) submitted CS against the said

arrested accused Sri Anjan Paul @ Tutumoni Duwarah on the aforesaid

section of law.  Ext.7 is the C.S and Ext.7(1) is his signature.    

14. Heard learned counsel for the accused and learned

Addl.P.P.  It is reflected from the case record that out of 8 prosecution

witnesses, PW8 Sri Learnish Pegu is the IO of the case and he deposed

with regard to investigation carried out by him in his official capacity.

PW1 Sri Trilochan Singh is the informant of the case and he deposed in

his  evidence  that  he  had  received  messages  regarding  demand  of

money  on  his  mobile  phone  bearing  No.9864237577  and  the  said

messages were sent to him from mobile No.9577416058. During cross-

examination  this  witness  deposed  that  he  did  not  know  if  the

messages were sent to him by Sri Anjan Paul from his own mobile.  The

evidence of the IO Sri Learnish Pegu (PW8) reflects that on tracking the

mobile numbers which he had seized, the locations were detected to

be  that  of  Tinsukia  Furniture  Centre.  The  IO  also  deposed  that  he
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collected with details of mobile No.9577416058 but during his cross

examination the IO deposed that the requisitions for CDR was not sent

along with charge sheet to the Hon’ble Court.  Though charge sheet

was submitted against Sri Anjan Paul @ Tutumoni Duwari IO deposed in

his evidence that he did not find any document to show that Tutumoni

Duwari and Anjan Paul is one and the same person.  The investigation

is  also  silent  with  regard  to  the  name  of  the  scriber  of  mobile

No.9577416058. The Investigating officer did not collect any document

regarding the ownership of mobile No. 9577416058.  The contents of

the messages was also not reflected in the CDR.

15.   It is also reflected from the evidence on record that

seizure witness PW3 though deposed in his chief that accused Anjan

Paul had produced one mobile of nokia company and one aircel Sim

Card to police, he did not subsequently mentioned the mobile No, Sim

Card No. or IMEI No. of the seized mobile.  This witness in his cross

examination also deposed that he did not know anything regarding the

occurrence and he could not tell about the contents of the seizure list.

He deposed that  had police  asked him to  put  his  signature on the

seizure list so he had signed the same.

16.   PW4  Sri  Dabindra  Singh  also  could  not  deposed

anything from his personal  knowledge regarding the involvement of

the accused in the offence.  PW5  is the another seizure list witness

and this witness also could not say anything regarding involvement of

the accused  except that  he had seen the accused in police custody

and he came to know his name to be Sri Anjan Paul. PW7 Sri Jakiruddin

Ahmed, another seizure lsit  witness who exhibited  his signature as

Ext.3(2) over seizure list Ext.3 also deposed in his cross examination

that he did not know the SIM number of the seized SIM card and no

mobile handset was seized in his presence.
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            17.  Considering  the  above  aspects,  it  is  found  that

prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that accused

Anjan paul and Tutumoni Duwerah is the same person and that the

mobile No.9577416058 was issued  in the name of the accused Anjan

Paul and that he was the owner of the same.

        18.   Considering all the above discussions and reason, I

find that the prosecution miserably failed to prove the ingredients of

section  387 of  IPC  against  the  accused Sri  Anjan  Paul  @ Tutumoni

Duwerah.  Accordingly,  the  accused  is  acquitted  under  the  above

section  of  law  and  I  exonerate  the  accused  from  the  offence

punishable u/s 387 of the IPC, setting him at liberty forthwith.The bail

bond shall stand cancelled after six months.

19. This case is accordingly disposed of.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the 14th

day of October, 2019.

 Dictated and corrected by me.

(A. Bhattacharyya)                                  (A. Bhattacharyya)
Chief judicial Magistrate,                           Chief Judicial Magistrate,

Tinsukia.                                                         Tinsukia.  
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

P.W.1- Sri Trilochan Singh.

P.W.2- Smt. Gurmeet Kaur.

P.W.3- Sri Keshab Das.

P.W.4- Sri Dabindra Singh.

P.W.5- Sri Manjit Singh.

P.W.6- Sri Gurmeet Singh.

P.W.7- Sri Jakiruddin Ahmed.

P.W.8- Sri Learnish Pegu.

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :

Ext.1- Ejahar

Ext.2- Seizure list

Ext.3- Seizure list,

Ext.4- Extract certified copy of the GD Entry No.1005 

dtd.24.01.14.

Ext.5- call details which was forwarded to O/C, Tinsukia PS by  

the SP, Tinsukia.

Ext.6- forwarding report of call details.

Ext.7- Charge sheet.

M.Ext.1- is the seized  Nokia Mobile Model No.200.  

M.Ext.2- is the SIM Card seized by the police vide Ext.2 seizure 

list.

         (A. Bhattacharyya)

           Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                                                              Tinsukia.


